In between quarantines, hobbyist photographer Yoad M. Dvir and his family visited Meginim Forest (Defenders’ Forest) in the Judean Foothills. Yoad M. Dvir is a hobbyist photographer with a heart for the great outdoors. He was born in 1982 in Israel and grew up in the metropolitan urban center of the country. He currently works as a full-time cyber security specialist for Microsoft Corporation and is a public speaker who focuses on emerging trends in cyberspace.

His photographs capture moments that seem frozen in time, both remarkable and special from a historical point of view so that in the future viewer can reflect and relive these special times.

Yoad is a true fan of history and geography. In Meginim Forest he was trying to capture the forest isolation from surrounding landscape, together with the eternal fire.

This specific photo was taken using a unique mode with a Samsung mobile phone camera.
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